**John Kennedy College**

**Subject Combination: Form 4 2017 (TO BE RETURNED BY MONDAY 20 June 2016)**

Student's Family Name: .................................................................

Student's Other Name(s): ...............................................................  

Date of Birth: ........../........./.........  

Tick Section of Form 3 in 2016: 3R  3B  3Y  3G

1. **OPTION A : COMPULSORY SUBJECTS :**  
   - English, French & Mathematics

2. **OPTION B :** To choose a stream from below by ticking the appropriate box:
   - **Science Stream:** Chemistry  Physics  Add. Maths.  
   - **Economics Stream:** Economics  Accounts  Business Stud.  
   - **Sexual Health & AIDS Study:**  
   - **Physical Science:**  
   - **Health Education:**  

3. **OPTION C : To Choose ONE subject from this column by ticking the appropriate box:**
   - Accounts  Arabic  Art & Design  Entrepreneurship  Computer Science  Hindi  Lit. in English  Marathi  Modern Chinese  PE -CIE  Tamil  Urdu

4. **OPTION D :** To Choose ONE MORE subject from this column by ticking the appropriate box:
   - Add Maths  Biology  Chemistry  Computer Science  Economics  French Literature  Sociology

**IMPORTANT NOTES(\*):**

1. **A TOTAL OF ONLY 60 seats** are available for Computer Science (in Options C & D), to be offered to the best candidates as per their ranking in the subject for the 2016 End of Year Examinations. In case Computer Studies is chosen, the Student must indicate a second choice.

2. There should be a minimum of TEN students for a given combination or a given subject to be offered; for Asian Languages/Arabic, there should be at least 5 students.

3. Changes may be brought to this Form after the results of the 2016 End of Year Examinations but before the resumption in 2016.

**RECTOR:** Mr M RAMJEE .................................................................  07 June 2016

**Undertaking by Responsible Party:**  
Mr./Mrs.: ..........................................................................................  
I approve the choice of subjects to be offered by my ward in Form 4 in 2016, and I have TAKEN COGNIZANCE of the IMPORTANT NOTES (*) about COMPUTER STUDIES & the minimum number of students needed for a given combination or subject. No change should be brought to this Option Form without my written approval. I have kept a copy of this Form.

**Signature of Responsible Party:** ..........................................................  Date: .................